
The Polygamy Tree – a group exercise exploring the costs of raising children in 
Masai communities 
 

 

 
INTRODUCTION:  This exercise was created to help men tangibly grasp the financial cost of raising 
children.  Work we had done through group workshops in the remote Masai communities of 
Magadini and Wosiwosi, Longido District, Tanzania, in April, 2017, suggested a vast disparity in 
men’s responses to the question:  “How many goats does it take to raise a child each year?”  The 
question itself is vaguely worked; what costs are we referring to?  And what about the fluctuation 
in the price of goats?  Men generally understood the term “raise” to include food, shoes, clothes, 
education, education materials, healthcare.  The cost of a goat is reasonably stable at 50,000/- 
(~$25) even during drought.  Men answered between 12 goats and several hundred.  Those with 
higher estimates then downgraded; none upgraded their number.  There was a median 
agreement of an allowance of 30 goats per year per child.  The women, when presented with 
these answers later, scoffed that men know nothing about the cost of raising a child, as the 
matter is left to women.   However, men had also pointed out that they recognized the need for 
smaller families – even though they preferred to have many children by many wives.  They 
understood the struggle to provide.  
 
THE AIM of this exercise is to help participants visualize the actual cost of each child.  

ROLE OF THE FACILITATOR:  It is crucial for you to be clear on your role as the facilitator of an 
open conversation. Your role is not to judge the participants’ choices or suggest strategies. Be 
clear with yourself and the participants that you do not have answers for them, as you cannot 
know what is best for them. Instead, highlight that it is the participant’s role to consider the 



information in light of what they hold to be important, and that the goal is not to make decisions 
for them, but to discuss ideas, challenges and questions openly. 

DESIGN OF THE EXERCISE:  Visuals are 
always helpful.  For instance, parents in the 
United States can wildly under-estimate the 
amount of sugar their children ingest each 
year as it is incrementally consumed, hidden 
in juices, cereals, and savory meals.  Children 
under 12 in the US eat an average of 49lbs 
of sugar each year. We therefore wanted a 
visual exercise that could show a cumulative 
cost per child.   
 
We worked with Dana Caspersen, a conflict 
resolution expert, and author of Changing 
the Conservation – The 17 Principles of Conflict Resolution.  A former dancer, Dana uses 
movement to resolve conflicts and promote constructive dialogue.   We also work with the public 
health education designer, Dr. Andrew Knight, to create a series of laminated images – “cut outs.”  
These cut outs are culturally accurate, bespoke to Masai, and allow us to tell stories in all our 
education modules.   
 
WHAT YOU WILL NEED: 

 Four women cut-outs, preferably all the same or all different 

 20 various children cutouts 

 Goat cut-outs in blocks of four; approx. 400 goats total                             

                   
 

 Brightly-colored ribbon or tape 

 Small stones (in case it is windy) 

 Cut outs or props for food, shoes, uniforms, clothing, school books, 
medicines, transport, blankets, etc 

 Cleared floor space, approx. 15-ft diameter, with adequate space 
around that for participants to stand or sit. 

 Several pairs of scissors 
 
TIME:  Approximately one hour, including set up, exercise and discussion – 
though be prepared for longer.  And try to plan a segue discussion. 



 
OVERVIEW:  The ribbon, cut into equal lengths, laid 
parallel and equi-distant, represents years:  time.  
The idea is to show how two families (A and B) with 
different child-spacing strategies, both with two 
wives each, spend their money (goats) over a span 
of time.  Family A is having children every two years; 
Family B, every 3-4 years.  The children cutouts will 
require 12 goats each per year (NB: we decided to 
use only 12 as 30 became an overwhelming number 
to deal with!); these are placed by each child.  As 
the year ends, the goats are collected, placed 
accordingly on Family A’s side and Family B’s side.  
All the children are then moved up the tree, with 
new children entering in on the first ribbon.  12 
more goats are then added to each child.  Three 
years is generally sufficient to show the huge 
number of goats required by Family A compared to 
Family B.  The end result looks very much like a tree, 

according to one observer, and thus it has been named. 
 
SET UP:   

 Ask participants to form circle; you will need 15x12 feet inside the circle in which to work.   

 Select a couple of key participants who can be relied upon to help you.   

 Cut the ribbon into 13 pieces, approximately 5-foot each.   

 Place these in parallel lines, approximately 1 foot apart.  

 Place one long strip or ribbon down the center, perpendicular to the lines.   

 Make sure you have your cutouts and scissors at hand.  

 Explain the exercise, making clear the AIM and your role as FACILITATOR   

 As you progress, check in with participants; do they understand what is going on? 
 
THE EXERCISE:   

Step 1: Establish Family A and Family B on the first, horizontal ribbon.  Ask participants if they 
want to name the families.  The cutout women “stand” on the first ribbon, Family A’s wives 
separated from Family B’s wives by the vertical ribbon.   Family A has no family planning, with 
both wives having a new child every other year, alternating years.  Family B is using 
contraception, and the women are spacing their children every 3-4 years.   

The children are thus placed:   

 Family A, every second ribbon, alternating – so that Family A has a child every year, by 
one of the two wives.  Every year there will be a child on the ribbon with a total of 8 
children. 

 Family B’s children are placed every 3rd-4th ribbon, alternating, so there are years with 
no children.  Place a total of 6 children. 



Step 2: Ask participants to cut up the goats 
into bundles of 12 and place these dozen 
goats beside each child.  Family A has a total 
of 96 goats (on left); Family B, 72 goats. 
 

         

 
 

Step 3:  Explain that the year is passing.  You can make this a narrative, with participants joining 
in, so that people are clear on the discrete time of “a year.”  What happens in a year?  Rain, dry, 
school, ceremonies, etc. 
Step 4: Discuss:  what are some of the expenses for children?  Place these items at the head of 

the tree.  Encourage participants to think of other costs and 
improvise a prop.  
Step 5:  Now the year is over, the goats have all been spent.  
Have participants move the goats to the side of each family 
who owned them.  This will be a surprising amount of work! 
Step 6:  Have participants move all the children up one 
year. Introduce a new child to Family A.  Now distribute the 
12 goats again to each child.  9 children in Family A; Family 
B remaining with 6.  The more you ask participants to do, 
the more work it is. 
Step 7:  Repeat.  Repeat the year passing narrative; maybe 
make it unique in some way (a wedding or the construction 

of a new classroom).  At the year’s end, repeat the removal of the goats.  Family A now has spent 
108 goats (+96 from the prior year); Family B, 72 (+72) . 
Step 8: Repeat everything again, with at least 1 new child entering each family.  Now Family A 
has 10 children, Family B, 7.  Family A’s goat spend this year is 120 goats (+108+96).  Family B’s 
spend is 84 goats (+72+72).  The disparity in spending now is very clear – not to mention the time 

 



it has taken participants to cut up the goat icons, distribute them and collect them. Family A has 
spent 324 goats in three years; Family B has spent 228.  See the photo below: “year two” (L) and 
“year three” (R).  We added in twins for Family A. 
 

 
 
Step 9:  Ask participants to consider that Family B decides to practice contraception and not have 
any more children for the moment.  Their goat spend stays at 84 per year; however, Family A 
continues to have a child each year.  If all their children live, they will soon have 14 children, and 
the cost will be 168 goats per year.  What if the husband decides to take a third wife?  Very soon 
there are 16 children and 192 goat-cost per year – in addition to all the other goats in the pile.   
 
Other scenarios worth discussing:   

 What if there is a very bad drought?   

 How will costs shift is some of these children go to secondary school?   

 How many children are there currently in the community, and if every child needs at least 
12 goats, is their sufficient grazing? 

 Which family is the one you prefer?  
 

Remember: Your role is not to judge the participant’s choices or suggest strategies. You do not 
have answers for them, as you cannot know what is best for them.  The goal of the event is not 
to make decisions for them, but to discuss ideas, challenges and questions openly. 

 



SEGUE TO FURTHER DISCUSSIONS: 
 
Have in mind, even when you begin, where you would like to move the conversation.  Or do you 
intend to break or even end your teaching at this point?  Can you also be open to where the 
participants might take the conversation?   
 
For instance, we have moved on to a conversation about childhood nutrition.  We either placed 
all the children in the middle of the tree and asked the men to gather around them (protectively); 
or we distributed the children to the participants, so they were holding them and looking at them 
during the discussion 
 
On another occasion, men used the forum to discuss how contraception might affect their 
relationships with their wives.  There might be more intimacy.  There might be other problems 
such as distrust and infidelity.  Men have also had many questions about sex and the side-effects 
of contraception.  So be open!  Listen!  Try to answer without judgement. 
 

 
 


